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the original cheat code was discovered in the original grand theft auto game and allowed the player
to run at incredibly fast speeds. in the grand theft auto series, god mode has taken on a few different
forms. simply enter the "pegi" cheat to instantly upgrade the character to level 10, which will grant
you the ability to pick up four extra vehicles. similarly, enter the "opti" cheat to instantly upgrade the
character to level 25, which will allow you to have all of the vehicles at your disposal. enter this
cheat to instantly enable the character's first-person view mode. the player can then cycle through
the character's weapons, and view the characters health and armor. you can also instantly view the
current map size and number of players. enter this cheat to instantly unlock all of the characters
weapons. you can now instantly view the characters current weapon, which can be cycled through
using the left and right arrow keys. you can also instantly view the current characters health and
armor. you can also instantly unlock all of the characters armor pieces. enter this cheat to instantly
enable the characters "flamethrower" attack. while the player is still holding down the
"flamethrower" button, they can instantly pick up and use the "dagger". and if the player is using the
"giant gun" (which requires the use of the "homing shot" cheat), pressing the "flamethrower" button
will instantly enable the ability to fire the character's "rocket". enter this cheat to instantly select all
of the characters weapons, giving the player a clear view of all of their weapons. and while holding
down the "flamethrower" button, press "1" to instantly cycle through all of the characters weapons.
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